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Background

Over to Our Reporter contains 20 short news stories based on actual news events
around the world. Each news story follows the typical reporting style used by news
agencies, such as CNN and the BBC:

opening:

“Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network.”

introduction by the anchor in the studio:

“News is just coming in of a huge earthquake that . . .”

link to an on-the-spot reporter:

“We go now to our reporter in Indonesia.”

details from the reporter:

“This morning at 7:30 the island of Java was rocked by . . .”

questions from the anchor:

“How large was the earthquake?”

answers from the reporter:

“The quake measured 6.9 in magnitude.”

closing from the anchor:

“Thank you Jack. That was Jack Hamilton. And now we go to our next story
in . . .”

How to use Cubic Listening: Over to Our Reporter

• Title: Students should read the title of the story and guess the contents of the
news story.

• Key Vocabulary: Students read the sentences, paying particular attention to
the key words which are shown in bold. It may be helpful to ask students to
study these sentences before they come to class.

• First Challenge: Ask students to look at the nine headlines. Then play the
news story for the first time. Students listen and decide which three of the
newspaper headlines best summarize the story. For this exercise, students
need not catch every word. Instead, they should focus on understanding the
main outline of the story.

It will be helpful, particularly in early classes, to explain that newspaper headlines are
written in a certain style. e.g.

Early morning quake rocks Java = Early this morning an earthquake shook the
island of Java.
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Teachers may choose to ask students to “translate” the newspaper headlines in the First
Challenge into everyday English before they listen to the story. This could be done in
pairs.

• Second Challenge: The pictures, maps and charts in this section provide
visual hints to guide and support students’ listening. They should look
carefully at all these visual hints before they listen.

Play the news story a second time. This time students listen for specific details in order
to answer the questions.

• Third Challenge: In this final section students listen and write in the missing
words to make a written summary. The five summary sentences demonstrate
how to summarize a news event by selecting the main points of a news story.

Follow-up Speaking Practice

Ask students to work in pairs. Have them read the summary sentences in the
Third Challenge to each other. Then ask them to look at the pictures in the Sec-
ond Challenge. In pairs they again summarize the news story using the pictures
as a visual reminder of the main details. While they are doing this second sum-
mary, write some key words on the board. Ask them to close their books. Again
working in pairs, they summarize the news story using the words on the board as
a reminder of the main details.

It may be useful to demonstrate all or some of these exercises using confident
students. Once the students have listened to the demonstration, they then do the
same activity in pairs.

Follow-up Reading

Over to Our Reporter is an excellent introduction to the language of news broad-
casts. Teachers may choose to find similar articles in recent newspapers. Bring
these articles to the class and photocopy them for the students. Reading through
the article, students are sure to come across many of the words presented in this
listening course.

The teacher may also choose to videotape a similar news story and show this to
the students in class.

Perforated Pages

The pages in the student’s textbooks are perforated. You may collect these pages
when the unit is finished. You may use these answer sheets to:
1) record which students attended the class;
2) grade students for each class;
3) encourage students to arrive on time—latecomers miss the listening and do

not receive a grade for that lesson.
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Answers

All the answers to the exercises are given in this teacher’s manual.

Grading

Suggestions are given on how to grade each section of each unit. However, each
teacher may decide how to allocate points in each section.

Order of Units

The 20 units may be used in any order. The units are designed to be at the same
level of difficulty.

Use as a Supplementary Text

Over to Our Reporter may be used as a supplementary listening course to
accompany another textbook. Each unit may be used:
1) at the beginning of the lesson as an introduction to the English class;
2) at the end of the class as an enjoyable way to finish the lesson;
3) in the middle of a long class as a stimulating break from other activities.
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Topic and Summary

Unit

1. Oil Threatens Cape Penguins

2. Jail Break in Mexico

3. Lucky Escape in Tegucigalpa

4. Fake Goods Seized in China

5. Tokyo Firefighters in Hot Water

6. Quake Rocks Indonesia

7. Dog Smuggles Drugs into US

8. Treasures of the South China Sea

9. Infighting in Iraq

10. Thai Good Luck Charms

11. Cave Paintings in France

12. Outbreak of Bird Flu

13. African Desert Trek

14. Bulk Star Runs Aground

15. Blast Off!

16. Baby Hippo Rescued

17. Hijack Drama in Turkey

18. Traditional Treat under Threat

19. Election Called in Zambique

20. Shock Election Results in Zambique

Topic

Environment

Law and Order

Air Travel

Crime

Emergency Services

Natural Disaster

Crossing Borders

Maritime

Terrorism

Religion

Archaeology

Health

Adventure

Shipping

Technology

Natural World

Air Terror

Society

Political

Political

Summary

oil spill affects wildlife: South
Africa

prisoners tunnel out of jail:
Mexico

emergency landing at airport:
Honduras

gang caught pirating CDs and
DVDs: China

fire extinguished:
Japan

earthquake hits island:
Indonesia

international smuggling:
US

ancient shipwreck gives up its
secret: China

politician attacked:
Iraq

Buddhist amulets selling fast:
Thailand

rare prehistoric cave paintings
found: France

influenza epidemic strikes
again: Asia

solo journey in tough condi-
tions: West Africa

cargo boat salvaged:
Australia

new satellite in orbit:
China

unusual couple in new
friendship: East Africa

passengers held hostage:
Turkey

politically correctness threatens
well-known cookie: Britain

election campaign: Central
Africa

election results:
Central Africa
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Unit 1

Oil Threatens Cape Penguins
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• The captain sent out a mayday message. = The captain sent out an SOS.
• Reporter’s name: Sandy Beach (Sandy is a short form of the name

Alexander.)

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. Thousands of penguins have been rescued
following one of the worst oil spills to hit South Africa for many years.
We join our correspondent, Sandy Beach, in Cape Town. Sandy, where
is the oil coming from?

Reporter: According to the local coastguard, the oil is leaking from a large oil
tanker called the Apollo Warrior. Six days ago the ship sent out a mayday
message from Saldanha Bay, an area well known for its sudden storms.
The ship’s captain told the coastguard that the engines had failed and
that the boat was facing huge waves.

Anchor: And what happened to the crew of the Apollo Warrior?
Reporter: The crew abandoned the ship during the storm. They were later picked

up from their lifeboat by a helicopter belonging to the South African
coastguard. Fortunately, there were no deaths or serious injuries.

Anchor: So, where is the Apollo Warrior now?
Reporter: It sank somewhere in Saldanha Bay. The coastguard has been searching

the area, but cannot find the exact location of the oil tanker.
Anchor: And when did the oil begin to appear?

Reporter: The oil spill was first spotted three days ago. It’s almost certainly coming
from the sunken Apollo Warrior. Unfortunately, this thick, black oil is
now washing up on a group of islands near Saldanha Bay called the
Cape Islands.

Anchor: And how is the oil spill affecting the wildlife? I understand the area is
famous for penguins.
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Reporter: That’s right. Around 20,000 rare African penguins live on the Cape
Islands. This oil spill could kill thousands of them. The penguins spend
much of their time in the water and many of them are now covered in
this thick oil. The problem is that when the penguins clean themselves,
they eat the oil, and this will kill them.

Anchor: What is being done to save these penguins?
Reporter: So far, around 5,000 birds have been flown from the islands to a special

cleaning station on the South African mainland. Volunteers are using
hot water, detergent and stiff brushes to clean the thick oil off the birds.

Anchor: Thank you, Sandy. And now, from the penguins in Cape Town we go to
Singapore Zoo for an update on . . .

Answers
1. C 2. B 3. C

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. B 3. A 4. A 5. A 6. B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. The South African (coastguard) believes that an oil (tanker) has (sunk) during

a (storm).
2. The captain sent a (mayday) message after the (engines) (failed) in (rough)

seas.
3. The (crew) (abandoned) the ship and were later picked up from their (lifeboat)

by a (helicopter).
4. (Oil) is (leaking) from the tanker, and the resulting (spill) is threatening

(wildlife).
5. (Volunteers) are using hot water, (detergent) and (stiff) brushes to clean

thousands of (rare) penguins.
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Unit 2

Jail Break in Mexico
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• The judge sentenced the man to three years in jail. = The man received a
three-year prison sentence.

• Red-faced prisoners back in jail = Embarrassed prisoners back in prison
• to make a break for freedom = to try to escape
• to have an unlucky escape: This is a play on a common expression: “to have a

lucky escape,” an expression meaning “to avoid doing something unpleas-
ant.”

• Reporter’s name: Paige Turner = page turner

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. Today some prisoners in a Mexican jail had
a very unlucky escape. To tell us more, here’s our reporter, Paige Turner,
in Mexico City.

Reporter: Thanks, Jim. It seems that some inmates at Saltillo Prison had been
planning their escape for a long time. Over the last 18 months they have
been tunneling under the prison. The prisoners used knives stolen from
the prison canteen to dig the tunnel.

Anchor: What did the inmates do with all the earth they took out of the tunnel?
Reporter: This is the clever part. The prisoners put the earth in the pockets of their

pants. They then dropped the earth while they were walking in the exercise
yard. The prisoners only dropped a small amount of earth every day.
And because they were so careful, the guards didn’t notice.

Anchor: And how many prisoners used the tunnel to break out of jail?
Reporter: Amazingly, 17 prisoners crawled through the tunnel. They did this in

the afternoon, right under the guards’ noses. To make sure the guards
didn’t notice what was happening, the other prisoners distracted them
by holding a rock concert.

Anchor: It seems that the escape was very well planned. What went wrong?
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Reporter: Well, the prisoners wanted to tunnel into an empty factory near the prison.
However, instead of coming out in the factory, they actually emerged in
the local courthouse!

Anchor: Well, that’s bad luck! Did the escapees emerge in front of the judge?
Reporter: Not quite. The escapees emerged into an unused waiting room. When

they left the waiting room, police in the courthouse saw them. The police
simply handcuffed the prisoners and took them right back to prison. Not
through the tunnel, of course!

Anchor: Thank you, Paige. That was Paige Turner reporting from Mexico City.
From an unlucky escape, we now go to a story of good luck in Toronto,
Canada. With that story is . . .

Answers
1. C 2. B 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. B 4. A 5. C 6. B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. A (number) of (inmates) tried to (escape) from Mexico’s Saltillo (Prison).
2. The prisoners (dug) a long tunnel using (knives) (stolen) from the (canteen).
3. Prisoners took the (earth) from the tunnel and (dropped) it in the (exercise)

(yard).
4. While other prisoners (distracted) the (guards), the men (crawled) along the

tunnel out of the (jail).
5. Unfortunately, the escapees (emerged) in the local (courthouse) and were

(captured) by the (police).
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Unit 3

Lucky Escape in Tegucigalpa
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (4 for each correct picture)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• to catch fire = to begin to burn
• Reporter’s name: Polly Ester = polyester, a hard-wearing synthetic fabric

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. A serious accident was narrowly avoided
in Honduras today. A Boeing 747 plane was forced to make an emergency
landing at Tegucigalpa Airport. Our Central America correspondent, Polly
Ester, has this report.

Reporter: JetAmerica Flight JT8870 to Los Angeles took off from the Tegucigalpa
Airport in Honduras without any problems. But almost immediately,
smoke started pouring from one of the engines. The pilot radioed the
airport to tell them he was returning. Five minutes later the plane made
an emergency landing. Although the pilot braked very hard, the plane
overshot the end of the runway and ended up hitting a fence that separates
the runway from a highway.

Anchor: Were any of the passengers injured?
Reporter: The Boeing 747 was carrying 300 passengers, but amazingly only 13

people were injured as a result of the accident. Emergency crews were
waiting on the runway, and quickly put out the fire and rescued all of the
passengers.

Anchor: This isn’t the first accident there, is it? I understand that pilots find
Tegucigalpa Airport very difficult.

Reporter: That’s right. The capital city, Tegucigalpa, sits in a basin. This basin is
surrounded by mountains. During takeoffs and landings, passengers are
treated to a view of trees and mountains above the plane. To make things
even more difficult, the runway at the airport is much shorter than most
international runways. In fact, it’s only 1,870 meters long. The airplane
must touch down as near as possible to the beginning of the runway.
Today, however, the plane landed too far down the runway.

Anchor: Do the airport authorities know what caused the engine fire?
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Reporter: Engineers are examining the aircraft at the moment, but no one is yet
sure why the engine was smoking. The captain said that there was no
problem with the takeoff.

Anchor: Thank you, Polly. That was Polly Ester reporting from Honduras. Now
let’s take a look at the money markets and see how the dollar is performing
in international markets . . .

Answers
1. A 2. C 3. B

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. C 3. C 4. B 5. C

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. A Boeing 747 (made) an (emergency) (landing) today at Tegucigalpa

(Airport) in Honduras.
2. Shortly after (takeoff), one of the (engines) (caught) fire and the pilot was

forced to (return) to the airport.
3. The airport’s (short) runway and its location in a (basin) among (mountains)

make it difficult for pilots to (land).
4. The plane (touched) down too late, (overshot) the (end) of the runway, and

crashed into a (fence).
5. Fortunately, only (13) of the 300 (passengers) were injured and no one was

(seriously) (hurt).
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Unit 4

Fake Goods Seized in China
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• fake = counterfeit, imitation, pirated
• China clamps down on fake goods = China cracks down on pirated goods
• Reporter’s name: Scott Free = Scot free [to go scot-free/to get off scot-free] =

to escape punishment

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. In China, a major crackdown on CD and
DVD piracy is already getting results. We join our correspondent, Scott
Free, in the southern city of Guangzhou.

Reporter: Hello. Guangzhou is in the middle of a 100-day crackdown on CD and
DVD piracy. As part of this crackdown, the police raided one gang’s
warehouse. The raid took place last night at 10 p.m. local time.

Anchor: And what did the police find in the warehouse?
Reporter: The police discovered 30 production machines. They also seized 800,000

pirated CDs and DVDs. This warehouse is located very near an
expressway that runs from the city to the airport. As Li Baozhong, the
director of the 100-day crackdown explained, this location allowed the
gang to transport illegal discs easily and quickly throughout China.

Anchor: What will happen to the illegal discs?
Reporter: According to Guangzhou mayor Chen Chuanyu, the fake discs will be

publicly destroyed by steamroller.
Anchor: And . . . was anyone arrested during the raid on the warehouse?

Reporter: Thirteen people were arrested in the raid. A police spokesperson told me
that they will receive long jail sentences—up to 15 years for the leader
and eight years each for the gang members.

Anchor: How was the illegal operation uncovered?
Reporter: As part of the 100-day campaign, the city is giving a reward to anyone

who gives them information about underground production lines. Mayor
Chen Chuanyu tells me that the police made last night’s raid following a
tip-off.
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Anchor: Some people might say that the 15-year sentence for the gang leader is
too severe.

Reporter: Over the last few years, there has been a huge increase in pirated CDs
and DVDs here in China. The government will probably use this case to
send a message to other criminals.

Anchor: Thank you, Scott Free, in Guangzhou. Turning from piracy in China, we
go now to the story of a young . . .

Answers
1. B 2. B 3. C

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. C 2. A 3. B 4. B 5. B 6. A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. A (100)-day (crackdown) on the production of (illegal) CDs and DVDs is

(taking) place in China.
2. CD production (machines) were (found) in a police (raid) on a (warehouse).
3. (Pirated) goods were distributed by (air) and by road from the (gang’s)

(underground) base.
4. Illegal CDs and DVDs (seized) by the police will be (publicly) (destroyed),

the (mayor) says.
5. Several gang (members) and their (leader) were (arrested) and will probably

receive tough jail (sentences).
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Unit 5

Tokyo Firefighters in Hot Water
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• to run a bath = to fill a bath with water
• Reporter’s name: Red Adair. Adair was once famous as an expert at putting

out fires at burning oil wells.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. Yesterday
Japanese firefighters were embarrassed by an incident involving a fire
in downtown Tokyo. Here with the hot story is our correspondent, Red
Adair.

Reporter: I’m standing outside a small stationery shop in Iidabashi, an area in
downtown Tokyo. The shop is owned by Mrs. Goto. Mrs. Goto, tell us
what happened yesterday evening.

Mrs. Goto: Well, I like to take a bath every evening after I finish work. So last night,
as usual, I started running my bath at about 6:25.

Reporter: You have a traditional Japanese bath. Can you explain how the bath
works?

Mrs. Goto: It’s very simple. You fill the bathtub with water. When the water is about
40 centimeters deep, you turn on and light the gas. Then you wait for the
water in the bath to heat up.

Reporter: Is that what you did last night?
Mrs. Goto: Uh, no it isn’t. I started the bath, and I lit the gas. But then a customer

came into my shop and I forgot about the bath. Unfortunately, there
wasn’t enough water in the bathtub and it caught fire. I suddenly noticed
a lot of smoke coming from the bathroom, and I realized that the whole
room was on fire.

Reporter: So, did you put out the fire?
Mrs. Goto: No, no, I didn’t. Luckily, my shop is next to Iidabashi Fire Station. One

of the paramedics in the fire station saw the smoke and rushed over with
a fire extinguisher. He put out the fire before it spread to the rest of the
shop.
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Reporter: But, I understand that there are 90 firefighters at the fire station. Why
didn’t one of the firefighters put out the fire?

Mrs. Goto: Ah, well, um, the firefighters work in shifts. At 6:30 the firefighters on
the night shift get their beds ready. I think all of the firefighters were on
the top floor of the fire station when the fire started. They didn’t even
see the smoke.

Reporter: So, the firefighters are in hot water, but the paramedic saved the day.
Back to you in the studio.

Anchor: Thank you, Red, in Tokyo. And now, from that warming story we go
to . . .

Answers
1. C 2. B 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. A 4. B 5. B 6. B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. Yesterday a Tokyo (paramedic) became the hero of the day when he (put)

(out) a fire in a local stationery shop with a fire (extinguisher).
2. The shop (owner), Mrs. Goto, started talking to a (customer) and (forgot)

that she was (running) a bath.
3. The bath (caught) fire and (smoke) (started) pouring out of the (bathroom).
4. Although there was a fire station (next) (to) the (shop), the (firefighters) did

not put out the fire.
5. It seems that the firefighters on the night (shift) were too busy getting their

(beds) (ready) to (notice) the smoke.
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Unit 6

Quake Rocks Indonesia
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• quake = tremor = earthquake

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. News is continuing to come in about the
huge earthquake that rocked the island of Java in Indonesia in the early
hours of this morning. The quake has left thousands of people dead and
many more homeless. Here’s our correspondent, Stan Baker, reporting
live from Yogyakarta.

Reporter: Indonesia is only now beginning to realize the extent of the damage
caused by the massive earthquake which hit at 5:54 local time this
morning. The epicenter of the earthquake was in the Indian Ocean, around
25 kilometers off the south coast of Java.

Anchor: This area is often hit by powerful earthquakes. What was the magnitude
of this latest quake?

Reporter: This morning’s quake was the most powerful in recent years. It had a
magnitude of 7.2 and caused severe damage throughout the Yogyakarta
area. Over 3,000 buildings have collapsed. Electricity and communication
links are down. Most homes in the area do not meet safe building
standards. Many deaths and injuries occurred when buildings and walls
collapsed.

Anchor: Do we know how many people died in the earthquake?
Reporter: According to the latest news there have been 5,382 deaths, while at least

36,276 have been injured. An estimated 600,000 have been left homeless.
Anchor: How severe is the damage?

Reporter: I spoke to the Indonesian Transport Minister, Mr. Hatta Radjasa, who
told me that the government will need over $2 billion to repair the damage.

Anchor: I understand that international aid is already arriving in Java.
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Reporter: Offers of help are pouring in from relief agencies around the world. The
Red Cross, the Red Crescent, OXFAM and UNICEF are sending tents
and supplies of food. Many countries have also promised aid to the region.
The EU has already offered 3 million euros.

Anchor: Thank you, Stan. That was Stan Baker reporting live from Yogyakarta,
which was hit by a major earthquake in the early hours of the morning.
Let’s go now to China, where we hear about . . .

Notes: The quake in this story has a magnitude of 7.2 as measured on the
moment magnitude scale. This scale was introduced in 1979 as a successor to
the Richter scale and is used to compare the energy released by earthquakes.
Estimates of moment magnitude roughly agree with estimates using other
scales, such as the Richter scale.

Answers
1. A 2. C 3. B

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. C 3. B 4. B 5. A 6. A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. The (island) of Java in Indonesia was (hit) by a large (earthquake) in the

early hours of the (morning).
2. The (epicenter) of the earthquake was off the (south) (coast) of Java, in the

Indian (Ocean).
3. Thousands of people are believed (dead), and many more have been (left)

(injured) or (homeless).
4. The powerful earthquake caused (severe) damage and (knocked) out (power)

supplies and (communication) links.
5. Relief (agencies), such as OXFAM and UNICEF, are sending (tents) and

emergency (supplies) for (victims).
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Unit 7

Dog Smuggles Drugs into US
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (4 for each correct picture)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• to be charged with (X). e.g. The policeman charged him with murder./He was
charged with smuggling illegal goods into the country.

• to have a street value of ($X) = ($X) is the amount of money that could be
made if the drugs were sold illegally to drug users

• Reporter’s name: Anna Konda = anaconda = a large snake

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. Customs officials at Miami Airport have
found two and a half kilograms of cocaine in the stomach of an Old
English sheepdog. We go now to our reporter, Anna Konda, in Florida.

Reporter: The cocaine was discovered last night at Miami Airport. A customs officer
noticed that the dog seemed to be ill and had a swollen stomach. A vet
X-rayed the dog and found there were10 bags in its stomach. He operated
on the dog and removed the bags of cocaine safely. If just one bag had
burst, the dog would certainly have died.

Anchor: Do the customs officers know who the dog belongs to?
Reporter: Yes, a man came to collect the sheepdog this morning. He was

immediately arrested and charged with smuggling cocaine into the United
States.

Anchor: Is this the first time an animal has been used to smuggle drugs?
Reporter: Well, according to a customs official, this is the first time a dog has been

used. However, cocaine has been found in fish, snakes and lizards, for
example.

Anchor: What is the largest amount of drugs ever smuggled inside an animal?
Reporter: Well, two years ago, several kilograms of cocaine were found inside a

horse on a flight from Mexico.
Anchor: What is the street value of the cocaine found in the dog?

Reporter: The Miami Police have told me that the cocaine has a street value of
$250,000.

Anchor: And do you have any idea where the cocaine comes from?
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Reporter: The cargo airplane carrying the dog started its journey in Bogotá,
Colombia. However, on the way to Miami, the plane made stops at San
Jose in Costa Rica and Guatemala City in Guatemala. The dog may have
been loaded onto the plane at any of these places.

Anchor: Thank you, Anna. That was Anna Konda with an unusual story of a drug
smuggling dog. And now we go over to Frankfurt for a look at a new car
that . . .

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. C

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. B 3. B 4. C 5. C

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. A large amount of (cocaine) has been (discovered) (inside) a (dog) at Miami

Airport.
2. A (customs) official noticed that the dog seemed (ill), and a vet was asked to

(examine) the animal’s swollen (stomach).
3. The vet (operated) on the dog and (removed) 10 bags of cocaine, worth a

(quarter) of a (million) dollars.
4. This morning, a man was (arrested) when he came to (collect) the dog, and

he has been (charged) with (smuggling) drugs into the US.
5. This is the (first) time a dog has (carried) drugs, although (smugglers) have

used various other (animals) in the past.
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Unit 8

Treasures of the South China Sea
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• Antique smugglers leave Chinese police red-faced = Antique smugglers
embarrass the Chinese police

• Chinese police catch smugglers red-handed = The Chinese police arrest the
smugglers with the antiques in their possession

• Reporter’s name: Eileen Dover = I leaned over

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. A 400-year-
old ship with a valuable cargo has been found at the bottom of the South
China Sea. We join our China correspondent, Eileen Dover, in Beijing.
Eileen, where exactly is the ship?

Reporter: The sunken ship is very near to the Spratly Islands. This is a group of
more than 100 small islands or reefs in the South China Sea. The islands
lie between southern Vietnam and the southern Philippines. The ship
sank after striking one of the many reefs in this area.

Anchor: Is there anything of interest on the ship?
Reporter: Yes, indeed. The ship was carrying a valuable cargo of porcelain when it

sank some 400 years ago. So far, police divers have found bowls, plates,
bottles and vases. All of this porcelain dates back to the Chinese Ming
dynasty, which lasted from 1368 until 1644. Archaeologists are
reasonably certain that the ship sank during that time.

Anchor: And how was the ship found?
Reporter: It seems that Chinese fishermen found the wrecked ship by accident.

Over the last few weeks, these fishermen have removed dozens of pieces
of porcelain from the shipwreck. These valuable pieces were going to be
smuggled out of China to overseas collectors.

Anchor: Is this the first ship containing treasures like this to be found in the area?
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Reporter: No, it isn’t. In fact, a similar ship was discovered back in 1997. Almost
all of the porcelain from that ship was smuggled to collectors in the
United States. This time the Chinese police were quicker to react. Police
raided a warehouse and caught a gang of smugglers red-handed with
several boxes of the porcelain. The gang were about to send these boxes
to the United States. Police divers are now working around the clock to
bring up the remaining pieces of porcelain. The shipwreck is on the ocean
floor, about 20 meters below the surface, and is near a dangerous reef. If
it were not for these difficult conditions, the fishermen would probably
have removed all of the porcelain pieces before the police arrived.

Anchor: Thank you, Eileen. And now we move to Indonesia with an update on
the local elections taking place . . .

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. C

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. A 3. B, D, E, F    4.  B    5.  A    6.  B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of our story on treasures of the South China
Sea.
1. A Chinese (shipwreck) with a (cargo) of (porcelain) has been (discovered)

in the South China Sea.
2. The porcelain (bowls), (plates) and vases (date) back to the Ming (dynasty),

which was from 1368 to 1644.
3. (Dozens) of pieces had already been (recovered) by (fishermen) who

discovered the shipwreck by (accident).
4. Chinese police (caught) a gang red-(handed) as they prepared to smuggle the

(antiques) to overseas (collectors).
5. Police (divers) are working (around) the (clock) to bring the rest of the

(valuable) porcelain to the surface.
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Unit 9

Infighting in Iraq
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• militia = an unauthorized group of people who arm themselves and conduct
military-style training

• cleric = similar to mullah; a person who has studied the Koran, Islamic
traditions, and Islamic law.

• Reporter’s name: Will Power = will power = determination

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. There has
been a serious bomb attack in Iraq. Our correspondent Will Power is in
Baghdad. Will, I understand that the target of the attack was a senior
politician.

Reporter: That’s right. Khalil Jalil Hamza is the governor of Qadisiyah Province.
The governor was attacked on his way back to Diwaniya from a funeral
of a local party leader in the village of Afak. That’s a small village some
30 kilometers east of Diwaniya, the capital of the province.

Anchor: Was the bomb in the governor’s vehicle?
Reporter: No, the bomb was hidden in a trash can near the side of the road. The

governor was traveling in a 13-vehicle convoy, but only his sport-utility
vehicle was hit. This indicates that the bomb was set off by a sophisticated
remote-control device.

Anchor: Who was with the governor in the SUV?
Reporter: The police chief Major General Khaled Hassan, three bodyguards and a

driver were in the SUV with the governor. Two of the three bodyguards
were seriously injured and the vehicle was completely destroyed when
the bomb went off. The governor and the police chief were very lucky to
escape without injury.

Anchor: Do the police have any idea who carried out this attack?
Reporter: At this stage no one has admitted responsibility for the bomb. However,

it is likely that the attack was carried out by local Shiite militia.
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Anchor: I understand that there is a lot of infighting between the Shiite parties
who govern this area.

Reporter: That’s right. The governor is a member of the powerful Shiite party called
the SIIC, the Supreme Islamic Iraqi Council. The SIIC holds 28 of the
40 seats in the Qadisiyah Provincial Council. However, a smaller Shiite
party led by a religious cleric called Moqtada al-Sadr holds five seats.
Al-Sadr represents the poor peasants who grow rice in the marshy fields.
Al-Sadr is strongly against the SIIC, which he believes is too interested
in the West. There is continual fighting between these two Shiite groups.
And although al-Sadr denies it, his militia fighters are probably
responsible for this latest bomb attack.

Anchor: Thank you Will. That was Will Power in Baghdad with the latest on the
bomb attack that almost killed a local governor. Now we go to South
Africa for news on . . .

Answers
1. A 2. B 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. C 3. A 4. B 5. B 6. B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. The governor was (targeted) in a (bomb) (attack) in Qadisiyah (Province).
2. The governor and the police (chief) were traveling in a (convoy) that was

returning from the (funeral) of a local party (leader).
3. Their SUV was (destroyed) when the bomb was (set) off by a (sophisticated)

remote-control (device).
4. One of the governor’s (political) (opponents) has been linked to the attack,

but (denies) any (involvement).
5. The attack may be the (result) of (infighting) between two Shiite (groups) in

the local provincial (council).
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Unit 10

Thai Good Luck Charms
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• New amulets fetch top prices in Thailand = New amulets command high
prices = people are willing to pay a lot of money for new amulets

• Reporter’s name: Annette Curtain = a net curtain

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. Today we bring you a story of lucky amulets.
Our reporter, Annette Curtain, in Bangkok, has the story.

Reporter: Two days ago, Bangkok was stunned when a factory roof collapsed on
eight workers. All eight were rescued from the wreckage this morning. I
talked to Sompong Chulask, one of the workers who was rescued.
Sompong believes his lucky escape was thanks to the lucky amulet he
was wearing around his neck at the time.

Anchor: Now, I believe the amulets are good luck charms sold by monks at
Buddhist temples.

Reporter: That’s right. Sompong’s amulet came from a Buddhist temple in Nakhon
Si Thammarat, a city in the southeast of Thailand. Amulets from Nakhon
Si Thammarat are incredibly popular all over Thailand at the moment.
Actually, they’re so popular that some people wear several amulets at
the same time.

Anchor: What are these amulets made of? And are they expensive?
Reporter: Well, the amulets are usually made of either clay or metal. For example,

Sompong is wearing a clay amulet. It cost him almost a month’s wages.
Because these good luck charms are relatively expensive, they are more
popular with well-off businesspeople than they are with poor blue-collar
workers like Sompong.

Anchor: You told us that Thai people often wear several types of amulets.
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Reporter: That’s true. The temples are continually changing the designs of their
amulets. In fact, driving along the expressways here in Bangkok, you’ll
often see billboards advertising the latest models. There are also catalogs
with pages of photographs of various amulets. And it’s big business on
the Internet as well. There are dozens of websites dedicated to amulets.

Anchor: Annette, are you wearing one of these amulets yourself?
Reporter: Well, as a matter of fact, I am. I just bought one today.

Anchor: And can I ask you how much you paid for it?
Reporter: Well, these amulets usually cost between 200 and 5,000 Thai baht. Mine

was comparatively cheap at 1,000 baht.
Anchor: Well, thank you, Annette Curtain. We turn now from amulets in Thailand

to the latest news on the Indonesian earthquake . . .

Answers
1. A 2. B 3. C

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. D 4. B 5. B 6. A, D, F

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of our story on Buddhist amulets.
1. Amulets, which are (lucky) (charms), have become very (popular) in

(Thailand) recently.
2. A (factory) worker and (seven) of his workmates were (rescued) from a

building in an (industrial) area of the city.
3. The man believes that (wearing) an amulet (saved) his life when the (roof)

(fell) in.
4. (Monks) at a (temple) in the (southeast) of Thailand (make) and sell amulets.
5. These lucky amulets sell for between (200) and (5,000) Thai baht, which makes

them (relatively) expensive for blue-(collar) workers.
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Unit 11

Cave Paintings in France
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. Cavers in
France have come across an important set of prehistoric cave paintings.
Our reporter, Isabelle Roche, has the details.

Reporter: A group of cavers in the remote Ardèche region of southern France has
discovered more than 300 prehistoric cave paintings. This area is the
largest canyon in Europe, and the paintings were found in one of the
hundreds of caves located along the canyon’s walls.

Anchor: How old are the paintings?
Reporter: Archaeologists at Ardèche University estimate that the paintings are

between 25,000 and 30,000 years old.
Anchor: And can you tell us why this group of paintings is so important?

Reporter: There are 307 paintings in total, and most of them are of boars and
mammoths. This is not surprising, as boars and mammoths are very
common subjects of cave paintings. Indeed, several other caves in this
area contain similar paintings. What is more unusual is that some of
these newly discovered paintings are of rhinos and lions.

Anchor: Does this mean that rhinos and lions lived in Europe thousands of years
ago?

Reporter: Exactly! Many people believe that Europe and Africa were at one time
connected by a land bridge, and that African animals such as rhinos and
lions walked across that bridge. The Ardèche paintings support that theory.
But there is another reason why archaeologists are excited. Until now it
was thought that prehistoric people only painted the animals that they
hunted for food . . . animals such as mammoths, boars, reindeer, wild
cattle and horses. However, the caves also contain rare paintings of
panthers and owls. But these animals were not hunted for food, so some
archaeologists are now suggesting that the panthers and owls were painted
for religious reasons.
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Anchor: What has happened to the caves? Are they open to the public at the
moment?

Reporter: No, they are not. Scientists are busy examining all the paintings, and
this will take at least a year. During this time no one will be allowed to
enter the caves. After that time, the French government will probably
buy the caves from the private owner of the land. The government will
then be able to control the number of visitors so that the caves and the
paintings are not damaged.

Anchor: Thank you, Isabelle. And now let’s go over to our reporter in Barcelona
for a look at the . . .

Answers
1. B 2. C 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. A 3. B 4. A 5. B 6. B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of our story on prehistoric art.
1. (Cavers) in the Ardèche canyon (came) (across) prehistoric art estimated to

be between (25,000) and 30,000 years old.
2. Some of the 307 paintings are of (rhinos) and lions, animals which are only

found in Africa today. This suggests that Europe was once (linked) to Africa
by a (land) (bridge).

3. It was (believed) that prehistoric people only (painted) the animals that they
(hunted), such as mammoths, (boars) and reindeers.

4. (Archaeologists) were (excited) to find (rare) pictures of panthers and (owls),
as these animals were not hunted.

5. These paintings (suggest) that prehistoric people (might) have painted some
animals for (religious) (reasons).
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Unit 12

Outbreak of Bird Flu
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. We go now to Hugo Finley in Myanmar,
with news of the latest outbreak of bird flu. What can you tell us, Hugo?

Reporter: Yesterday, Myanmar reported another outbreak of bird flu. The H5N1
virus was detected on a poultry farm in Bago, 80 kilometers northeast of
Yangon.

Anchor: This is the second outbreak in one month, isn’t it?
Reporter: Yes, there was an outbreak two weeks ago on two chicken farms in

Mawlamyaing, 180 kilometers southeast of Yangon.
Anchor: What precautions are being taken?

Reporter: Authorities in Mawlamyaing have destroyed around 20,000 chickens.
They’ve also placed both farms under quarantine.

Anchor: Has the virus spread to any humans?
Reporter: Yes, five cases of the H5N1 virus have been confirmed in Mawlamyaing.

Four people have recovered, but one boy remains seriously ill with
breathing problems. He is in the hospital.

Anchor: Can you tell us again how the H5N1 virus is transmitted among birds?
Reporter: Any bird can carry the H5N1 virus, but the virus is transmitted mainly

through wild birds. Unlike domestic poultry, such as chickens and turkeys,
wild birds are not seriously affected by the virus. This means that infected
birds continue to fly from place to place. And when these wild birds use
the same water as farm birds, they may transmit the virus.

Anchor: And domestic farm birds can transmit the H5N1 virus to humans?
Reporter: That’s right. The boy in Mawlamyaing, for example, was probably

playing near infected birds on his uncle’s chicken farm.
Anchor: What are the symptoms in humans?

Reporter: Symptoms vary, but generally there is fever and aches. In severe cases,
breathing problems may lead to heart failure and death.

Anchor: Are these outbreaks of bird flu going to lead to more deaths in Myanmar?
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Reporter: Government health officials assure us that these latest outbreaks are not
a major threat. Authorities have been quick to say that bird flu does
occur from time to time throughout Asia. In fact, the H5N1 virus was
first shown to have passed from birds to humans in 1997, in Hong Kong.

Anchor: Thank you. That was Hugo Finley reporting from Myanmar. And now
we go to Singapore for a report on . . .

Answers
1. C 2. B 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. B, E    3.  A    4.  B    5.  A, C, F    6.  C

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. A (second) (outbreak) of bird flu has been (reported) (northeast) of Yangon.
2. (Thousands) of chickens have been (destroyed) and two (poultry) farms

placed under (quarantine).
3. One (boy) is seriously (ill) and is in the (hospital) with (breathing) difficulties.
4. (Wild) birds carrying the H5N1 virus may (infect) (domestic) birds if they

use the same (water).
5. The (deadly) virus was first shown to have been (transmitted) from birds to

(humans) in (1997).
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Unit 13

African Desert Trek
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 8 for the map)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. We start today with a story of a 35-year-old
Frenchman who is walking across Africa to France. Alain Gestin started
his trek in Dakar, the capital of Senegal, on the west coast of Africa. He
plans to trek all the way to Paris, France. After two weeks of walking,
Mr. Gestin has just arrived in Mauritania’s capital of Nouakchott, and
we can talk to him now by telephone. Hello, Mr. Gestin. Congratulations
on finishing the first stage of your journey. How do you feel?

Alain: Uh, I have to say I’m a little tired. I left Dakar 13 days ago and I’ve
walked 580 kilometers.

Anchor: Five hundred eighty kilometers! So, you’re walking—what—about 45
kilometers a day! And that’s across the desert sand in temperatures of up
to 42 degrees centigrade!

Alain: That’s right. I’m walking between 40 and 50 kilometers a day.
Anchor: Where do you stay each night? In hotels?

Alain: Hotels? No, no! I’m camping. I carry my tent with me.
Anchor: What other equipment are you carrying?

Alain: Equipment? Well, I don’t have a radio, but I do have maps. And of course
I have a compass to help me navigate. I carry all my equipment in a
small trailer which I pull behind me. In the trailer I have my food and
several bottles of water. And, er . . . let me see—I have, uh . . . a raincoat,
an inflatable canoe, a paddle . . . and, uh . . . a spare wheel for the trailer,
and my tent.

Anchor: And why on earth are you carrying an inflatable canoe in the desert?
Alain: Well, how do you think I will get from Africa to Spain!!? When I get to

Tangiers, I will paddle across the Strait of Gibraltar to the southern coast
of Spain.

Anchor: I see. You’re now resting in Mauritania, but where do you go next?
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Alain: My next destination is Western Sahara. This next stage will be very
difficult—very hot! Very tough! I plan to buy a camel to help carry extra
water.

Anchor: And after Western Sahara?
Alain: Up through Morocco to Tangiers. And as I told you, from Tangiers I

cross to Spain by canoe. Then I walk through Spain to France. And my
final destination is Paris, in the north of France.

Anchor: Well, good luck with the rest of your journey, Mr. Gestin. Thank you for
talking to us today.

Alain: My pleasure.
Anchor: And from an adventurer in North Africa, we go now to our correspondent

in Canada with . . .

Answers
1. C 2. A 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. B 4. B
5. Alain’s route: Dakar, Senegal; Nouakchott, Mauritania; W. (Western) Sahara;

Tangiers, Morocco; (Strait of Gibraltar); Spain; Paris, France

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of our story on the French adventurer.
1. Alain Gestin, a (35)-year-old Frenchman, is (walking) through North (Africa)

in (temperatures) of up to 42 degrees centigrade.
2. Alain covers between (40) and 50 kilometers a day, (pulling) a (trailer) which

carries all his (equipment).
3. He has just (completed) the first (stage) of his long journey, (hiking) a total

of (580) kilometers in 13 days.
4. The adventurer is carrying an (inflatable) (canoe) which he will (paddle)

from Morocco across to (Spain).
5. The next stage, through Western (Sahara), will be very (tough), and Alain

may use a (camel) to carry extra supplies of (water).
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Unit 14

Bulk Star Runs Aground
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• Rough seas hinder salvage efforts = Rough seas obstruct efforts by tug boats
to pull the boat out to sea

• cyclone =depending on their location and strength, cyclones are referred to
by various other names, such as hurricanes, typhoons, tropical storms,
cyclonic storms and tropical depressions. They are defined as “a large-scale
storm system with heavy rain and winds that rotate counterclockwise in the
Northern Hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere around and
toward a low pressure center.”

• Reporter’s name: Gene Poole = gene pool = total range of genes in a commu-
nity

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. We have news today on the Bulk Star, a
ship which ran aground almost three weeks ago. Gene Poole, our
correspondent in Newcastle, Australia, has an update for us. Gene, can
you remind us of how the ship ran aground?

Reporter: Well, 20 days ago the harbormaster warned ships in the harbor area of
an approaching cyclone. Most of the ships left the harbor, but the Bulk
Star ignored the warning and remained in the harbor. When the cyclone
hit, the bulk carrier was pushed towards the shore.

Anchor: Did the ship run aground on the beach?
Reporter: No, the ship is actually about 30 meters from the shore. It’s trapped

between the beach and a rocky reef. The ship is lying parallel to the
shore.

Anchor: The Bulk Star is a large bulk carrier. What cargo is it carrying?
Reporter: Fortunately, the ship was waiting to load 58,000 tons of coal when the

cyclone hit, so it isn’t carrying any cargo. However, there are concerns
that the ship’s fuel might leak into the sea.

Anchor: Why has it taken so long to refloat the ship?
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Reporter: Quite simply, since the cyclone there have been rough seas and huge
waves. The salvage team did stabilize the ship by pumping tons of water
into it. The weight of the water stopped the ship from moving onto the
beach. In the last few days, the weather has improved, and the water was
pumped out so that the ship could be refloated.

Anchor: And what went wrong with the rescue attempt yesterday?
Reporter: Well, yesterday tugboats tried to pull the ship out to sea. However, one

of the huge cables connecting the Bulk Star to a tugboat broke. Tonight
at high tide, the tugboats will try again. The salvage team is confident
that the ship will finally be pulled free.

Anchor: And what will happen to the Bulk Star?
Reporter: The ship’s owners will take it to Brisbane for repairs. It will be a great

relief for the port authority to see the ship leave.
Anchor: Thank you, Gene Poole. We go now to Canada for a report on the forest

fires that . . .

Answers
1. B 2. A 3. B

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. B 3. A 4. A 5. A 6. B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. The Bulk Star’s captain failed to leave the (harbor) despite receiving a

(cyclone) (warning) from the (harbormaster).
2. The bulk (carrier) ran (aground) close to the shore, between the (beach) and

a (reef).
3. Terrible (weather) (conditions) have prevented the (salvage) team from

(refloating) the ship.
4. The first (attempt) to pull the ship out to sea failed when a (cable) between

the ship and a (tugboat) (broke).
5. The ship will be (pulled) free at the next (high) tide and then (taken) to a

shipyard for (repairs).
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Unit 15

Blast Off!
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 5 for table)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• to keep an eye on (X) = to watch/monitor (X) carefully
• Reporter’s name: Anne Tenna = antenna

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. China has
announced the launch of a new observation satellite. We join our reporter,
Anne Tenna, in Beijing.

Reporter: China’s space agency has confirmed that it successfully launched a
CBEMS observation satellite yesterday evening at 6:32 p.m. local time.

Anchor: Where in China did the launch take place?
Reporter: The launch took place at the Taiyuan Launch Center in Shanxi Province—

that’s about 500 kilometers west of Beijing. The satellite was taken into
space on the back of a Long March 4B launch rocket. The rocket delivered
the satellite to its final orbit.

Anchor: I understand that CBEMS stands for China-Brazil Earth Monitoring
Satellite. Can you tell us more about this joint venture?

Reporter: Yes, this is the fourth rocket that China and Brazil have sent into space.
The space agencies of Brazil and China have been cooperating for almost
20 years on this satellite project. During that time they launched the
CBEMS-1 in 1999, the CBEMS-2 in 2003 and the CBEMS-3 in 2007.
That was followed by yesterday’s launch of the CBEMS-4.

Anchor: Exactly how large are these satellites?
Reporter: Well, these monitoring satellites are not small. The CBEMS-4 weighs

1.5 tons. It has a basic rectangular shape. Two point two meters in length,
2.0 meters in width and 1.8 meters in depth. And, as in many other
satellites, there are two modules: a payload module that carries three
high-resolution cameras, and a second module that is the power supply.
The CBEMS-4 also has two solar panels. These panels unfold once the
satellite is in space. These panels are actually quite large—when fully
unfolded they measure 6.3 meters in length and 2.6 meters in width.

Anchor: And what is the role of this satellite? You say it’s used for monitoring.
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Reporter: That’s absolutely right. The CBEMS-4 is in a low-flying orbit. It observes
the Earth using its three onboard cameras. These cameras collect data
which is transmitted back to Earth. Chinese and Brazilian scientists use
this information to monitor changes in things such as water pollution,
agricultural production and population growth.

Anchor: I believe that Brazil is particularly interested in monitoring the Amazon
forest.

Reporter: That’s right. These high-resolution cameras provide images that allow
scientists to map the Amazon River and the forest around it. This is an
incredibly large area, and the Brazilian government uses data from the
CBEMS satellites to keep an eye on deforestation.

Anchor: Thank you, Anne Tenna. Now, on the subject of pollution, we stay in
China for a report on . . .

Answers
1. C 2. B 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. C 2. see below
3. (A) length = 2.2 meters    (B) width = 2.0 meters    (C) depth = 1.8 meters
4. (A) length = 6.3 meters    (B) width = 2.6 meters
5. B 6. A, C, E, F

2.
Rocket Year Cameras

CBEMS-1 Long March 3 [1999] 1

CBEMS-2 Long March 3 [2003] 2

CBEMS-3 Long March 4 [2007] 3

CBEMS-4 Long March [4B] Just launched [3]

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. As part of a long-running (joint) (venture), China and Brazil (announced)

the (launch) of a fourth observation satellite.
2. A Long March (rocket) carried the CBEMS-4 satellite to its (final) (orbiting)

position in (space).
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3. The payload (module) carries high-resolution monitoring (equipment) that
collects and (transmits) (data).

4. Two nickel-cadmium (batteries) in the power supply module (store) the
electrical power provided by the (solar) (panels).

5. (Images) from the satellite allow scientists to (map) the (Amazon) River area
and keep an eye on (deforestation).
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Unit 16

Baby Hippo Rescued
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• to take on the role of (the hippo’s mother) = to accept the position of
• Reporter’s name: Luke Warmwater = lukewarm water = slightly warm water

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. We start with a heartwarming story of an
unlikely friendship between a young hippopotamus and a giant tortoise.
Luke Warmwater has that story for us in Kenya.

Reporter: Thanks, Rachel. This is a story that has put a smile on everyone’s face.
The story began four months ago in Kenya when a giant tsunami smashed
into the coast. In addition to destroying local fishing boats, the tsunami
also swept a young hippo out to sea. The tsunami left the hippo on a reef
out in the Indian Ocean.

Anchor: And what did the young hippo do? Did it swim back to shore?
Reporter: No, it didn’t. The hippo had lost its mother and was very distressed. It

refused to leave the reef. Local fishermen tried to catch it with their nets,
but the young animal was too strong and broke the nets. The fishermen
returned with a special shark net and tried again. This time the net didn’t
break and the hippo was pulled to the shore.

Anchor: What happened to the hippo once it was back on dry land?
Reporter: The fishermen took the young hippo to a nearby animal sanctuary. Once

the hippo was released at the sanctuary, it headed straight for a giant
tortoise called Memzee. It hid behind the giant tortoise in the same way
that a young hippo would hide behind its mother.

Anchor: Extraordinary. And how did the tortoise react to this newcomer?
Reporter: The tortoise was surprisingly welcoming. I say surprisingly because there

is a huge age difference between the animals. The tortoise is around 130
years old, and the hippo is only 1 year old. The two animals have formed
a special friendship. They spend their days swimming and eating together.

Anchor: Is it possible that the hippo regards the tortoise as its mother?
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Reporter: Yes, indeed. Dr. Arthur Kahumba, the director of the sanctuary, believes
that Memzee, the giant tortoise, has taken on the role of the hippo’s
mother. The two spend a lot of time sitting and sleeping in the shade—
which is typical hippo behavior. They also go for walks together. And
although the 300-kilogram baby hippo is much larger than the 200-
kilogram tortoise, it is the hippo that follows the tortoise around.

Anchor: Thank you, Luke Warmwater. And from that heartwarming story we go
to an area that is still struggling after that tsunami. We go now to . . .

Answers
1. B 2. C 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. C 2. A 3. B 4. B 5. A, B, D, F, G    6.  B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of our story on a baby hippo.
1. A (young) hippopotamus was (swept) out to sea and (trapped) on a (reef).
2. It took local (fishermen) several (attempts) to catch the (distressed) youngster

in their (nets).
3. The hippo was (taken) to a nearby animal (sanctuary), where it (headed)

straight for a (giant) tortoise.
4. The two have (developed) a special (friendship) and spend much of the day

together (sitting) and (sleeping) in the shade.
5. The (130)-year-old tortoise seems to have (taken) on the unusual (role) of the

baby hippo’s (mother).
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Unit 17

Hijack Drama in Turkey
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• plastic explosives or C-4 plastic explosives combine explosive chemicals
with a plastic binder material

• terrorist network = terrorist organization

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. A Turkish
passenger plane was hijacked earlier this morning. Here with that story
is our correspondent, Justin Case, in Istanbul.

Reporter: Yes, this morning an Atlasjet flight from Cyprus was hijacked. The plane
took off from Ercan Airport in Cyprus at 6:45 a.m. local time. The plane
was bound for Istanbul and had six crew members and 136 passengers
on board.

Anchor: Do we know what happened next?
Reporter: Shortly after takeoff, two men told the flight attendants that they were

carrying plastic explosives. They threatened to blow up the plane if the
pilots didn’t do as they demanded.

Anchor: What did the two hijackers want?
Reporter: They demanded that the plane fly to Tabriz Airport in northern Iran.

Apparently, the hijackers claimed that they were Iranians. They also
claimed that they belonged to a terrorist network. The pilots changed
course and flew east towards Iran. However, the plane didn’t have enough
fuel, and the pilots landed the plane at Van Airport in eastern Turkey.

Anchor: Was anyone injured at this point?
Reporter: No, no one was injured. In fact, the hijackers treated the hostages very

well. They even asked the flight attendants to serve water.
Anchor: I understand that the pilots escaped from the plane at some point.

Reporter: That’s right. While the plane was at Van Airport, the pilots escaped from
the plane. This meant that there was nobody who could fly the plane.
However, the hijackers continued to hold the crew and passengers
hostage.
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Anchor: How did the hijack end?
Reporter: Negotiators from the Turkish government flew to Van Airport. After four

hours, they persuaded the hijackers to leave the plane peacefully.
Anchor: So, a happy ending to the hijack. But who were the two hijackers?

Reporter: The hijackers have been identified as Mehmet Resat Ozlu and Mommen
Abdul Aziz Talikh. It turns out that they are not Iranian. In fact, both
men are Palestinians with Syrian passports.

Anchor: And does anyone know why they hijacked the plane?
Reporter: The hijackers’ motives are unclear at the moment. Turkish police searched

the two hijackers and found no explosives or weapons. The two men
apologized to all the hostages. They also apologized to the Turkish nation.

Anchor: Thank you, Justin. That was Justin Case reporting from Istanbul on
today’s hostage drama. Now, Turkey’s neighbor, Iraq, has been in the
news recently with . . .

Answers
1. B 2. C 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. A 2. B 3. A 4. A 5. B 6. A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. A (Turkish) (passenger) plane *out of Cyprus was (hijacked) in a (hostage)

drama earlier today.
2. The hijackers (threatened) to (blow) (up) the plane if it was not flown to

northern (Iran).
3. The (pilots) agreed to change (course), but landed in (eastern) (Turkey) to

refuel.
4. It took (negotiators) four hours to (persuade) the hijackers to (leave) the

plane (peacefully).
5. The two men are not Iranian (terrorists), as they (claimed) at first, and their

(motives) for hijacking the plane are (unclear).

*out of Cyprus = flying from Cyprus
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Unit 18

Traditional Treat under Threat
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each correct picture + 2 bonus for all
correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• the Midlands = central region of England, including the city of Birmingham
and other industrial cities such as Leicester and Coventry.

• PC terms include “chair” or “chairperson” (formally chairman), mail carrier
(mailman), firefighter (fireman)

• fair = annual outdoor event
• Reporter’s name: Wanda Party = (D’ya) wanta party? = (Do you) want to

have fun?

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN. A bakery chain in Britain has received
thousands of complaints since it changed the name of a traditional cookie.
We go to our correspondent, Wanda Party, in England.

Reporter: I’m at a branch of Baker’s Oven in Birmingham, England. There’s been
an outcry at local branches here in the Midlands. Parents and children
were outraged to find that their favorite cookie—the gingerbread man—
no longer existed. Instead, they could only buy a gingerbread person.

Anchor: Who made the decision to change the cookie’s name?
Reporter: The area manager for the Midlands made the change without the approval

of the head office. However, a spokesman—sorry, spokesperson—from
the head office said that Baker’s Oven did not wish to break an old British
tradition. The spokesperson confirmed that Baker’s Oven will keep the
name “gingerbread man.” There are no plans to change the traditional
name of the cookie, now or in the future.

Anchor: And why did the area manager make the change?
Reporter: The area manager felt that the name—gingerbread man—was sexist and

therefore offensive to women. The manager felt that “gingerbread person”
was more politically correct!

Anchor: I understand that the new name was not popular.
Reporter: The new name was not popular at all! The head office received many

outraged and angry letters and emails.
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Anchor: Can you tell us a little of the history of the traditional gingerbread man
cookie?

Reporter: Gingerbread and the gingerbread cookie have a very long history.
Gingerbread has been eaten in Europe for centuries. It was originally a
solid cake rather than a cookie. This cake was made of honey, flour,
ginger, breadcrumbs and spices, and baked in an oven. Various shapes
were pressed into the top of the cake. Hearts were used as a symbol of
good luck; stags were used to symbolize virility, and rabbits were used
as a symbol of fertility. But another common shape pressed into the top
of gingerbread cakes was a man.

Anchor: I understand that gingerbread men cookies were traditionally sold at
village fairs in England.

Reporter: That’s right. In many villages, unmarried women would traditionally eat
gingerbread “husbands” at the fair. This was said to increase their chance
of meeting a real husband.

Anchor: Thank you, Wanda. That was Wanda Party with a happy end to the story
of the gingerbread man cookie. We go now to our reporter in Berlin,
Germany with a story on . . .

Answers
1. A 2. C 3. B

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. B 3. A 4. A, B, D, F, G
5. A, D    6.  A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of our story on a traditional treat.
1. Some (branches) of a (bakery) (chain) recently (renamed) their gingerbread

men “gingerbread persons.”
2. An (area) (manager) felt that the new name would be less (sexist) and less

(offensive).
3. There was an immediate (outcry) from (angry) (customers) over the politically

(correct) name.
4. A (spokesperson) for Baker’s Oven said that the name change was not company

(policy) and that the chain did not intend to (break) an old British (tradition).
5. The traditional cookie was once eaten at (village) fairs by (unmarried)

(women) looking for a (husband).
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Unit 19

Election Called in Zambique
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (2 for each picture + 5 for each table + 1 bonus
for all correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• Zambique is a fictional country in Africa. This news story is based on events
that occurred in several African countries.

• Reporter’s name: Abraham Staine = Ab Staine = abstain (to decide not to vote
for or against)

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. After more
than 35 years of one-party rule, it seems that things may change for one
African nation. We go to our reporter, Abraham Staine, in Zambique.

Reporter: I’m here in Nampalu, the capital of Zambique, in central Africa. Zambique
has a one-party government system. the Congress Party has held power
for over 35 years. President Jacob Souga, as leader of the Congress Party,
has been president since 1999.

Anchor: So why is President Souga now holding a general election?
Reporter: Last year the president imprisoned Mr. Roger Lumbala, a labor union

leader. That’s when the troubles began. Riots broke out and the president
was forced to call an election.

Anchor: Can you tell us about the main candidates in next week’s election?
Reporter: There are three main candidates: first of all, the president, who is 74. He

has been the leader of Zambique since 1999, but his record is not good.
Zambique has become poorer and poorer since the president took over.
However, in this election Mr. Souga is promising to improve the economy.

Anchor: And what about the president’s two main rivals, Mr. Lumbala and Mr.
Mukundji?

Reporter: Yes, the second candidate is Mr. Roger Lumbala who I mentioned earlier.
Although he is only 47, he is a very experienced union leader. Mr.
Lumbala’s popularity has increased since President Jacob Souga
imprisoned him last year. He was released a few months ago. Since then
he has campaigned to build homes, hospitals and schools. The third
candidate is Mr. Christopher Mukundji. He’s 56, and was secretary-
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general in Mr. Jacob Souga’s government until he resigned last year. He
has set up his own party and is promising to crack down on corruption.

Anchor: Do the opinion polls show a clear favorite?
Reporter: Opinion polls show that the former political prisoner, Mr. Lumbala, is

the clear favorite with 43 percent. The polls give Mr. Mukundji 29 percent
and Mr. Souga 18 percent. At this moment it looks like Lumbala will
win next week’s election in Zambique.

Anchor: Thank you, Ab Staine. And now from the election in Zambique we return
to South America for an update on . . .

Answers
1. A 2. C 3. B

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. B 2. A
3.

Jacob Souga

Age: [74]

Background: leader of the governing [Congress] Party and president since
[1999]

Campaign promise: improve the [economy]

Popularity: [18] percent in opinion polls

Roger Lumbala

Age: [47]

Background: experienced labor union [leader]. Popularity [increased]
after he was imprisoned by the president

Campaign promise: build homes, hospitals, [schools]

Popularity: [43] percent in opinion polls

Christopher Mukundji

Age: [56]

Background: was [secretary-general] in governing Congress Party until
he resigned [last] year

Campaign promise: crack down on [corruption]

Popularity: [29] percent in opinion polls
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3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. After (35) years of one-(party) rule, things may (change) in the (central)

African nation of Zambique.
2. Since Jacob Souga became (president) of Zambique’s (ruling) Congress Party

in (1999), the country has become much (poorer).
3. After Souga jailed a popular labor union leader, (riots) (broke) out and Souga

was forced to (call) the country’s first (general) election.
4. Three main (candidates) are campaigning for election: one is promising to

(improve) the economy, another to build more (hospitals), and the third to
crack down on (corruption).

5. (Opinion) (polls) show that the most (popular) candidate is the former
(political) prisoner.
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Unit 20

Shock Election Results in Zambique
Grading suggestions:

First Challenge: 10 points (3 for each correct headline + 1 bonus for all
correct)
Second Challenge: 20 points (3 for each pie chart + 1 bonus for all correct + 9
for table + 1 bonus for all correct)
Third Challenge: 20 points (1 for each missing word)

Notes:

• to win the race for president = to become president
• to get tough on (X) = to crack down on (X)

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.

Anchor: Hello and welcome to CAN, the Current Affairs Network. We go to Ab
Staine, our reporter in Zambique, for a report on yesterday’s election—
the first in Zambique’s history. I understand that the results were not as
expected, Ab?

Reporter: That’s right. As you know, there were three main candidates in the
election: President Jacob Souga, the long-time president of Zambique;
Mr. Roger Lumbala, the popular labor union leader; and Mr. Christopher
Mukundji, a senior politician. Mr. Roger Lumbala, the labor union leader,
was expected to easily win the race for president. However, in a shock
result, he came in second and Mr. Christopher Mukundji won the
presidential race.

Anchor: What is the reason for this surprise result?
Reporter: Well, Mr. Christopher Mukundji’s United Democratic Front party

campaigned in the rural areas. The other candidates concentrated on the
cities. Some 70 percent of the population lives outside the cities. The
country people voted for Mukundji because he went to the villagers and
talked with them directly.

Anchor: What is the population of Zambique?
Reporter: The country has a population of 10 million. However, only 3.7 million

people are eligible to vote. That means only 37 percent of the population
can vote.

Anchor: This is the first election in the history of the country. What was the
turnout?

Reporter: Voting stations reported a huge turnout—around 90 percent of those
allowed to vote.

Anchor: And how many seats in the parliament did each party win?
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Reporter: There are 180 seats in parliament. Mr. Christopher Mukundji’s United
Democratic Front took 103 seats, or about 57 percent of the total vote.
Mr. Roger Lumbala’s Alliance for Democracy party took 61 seats—that’s
about 34 percent of the total—and Mr. Jacob Souga’s Congress Party,
which had been in power for 35 years, took only 16 seats, or around 9
percent.

Anchor: When did the new president take office?
Reporter: Christopher Mukundji took office this morning. He was inaugurated

before a cheering crowd of 70,000 people. President Mukundji
immediately promised to release all political prisoners and to get tough
on corruption.

Anchor: Thank you, Ab. That was Ab Staine in Zambique. Over now to our
political affairs reporter for an analysis of the results . . .

Answers
1. B 2. C 3. A

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

Answers
1. C 2. B 3. A
4.
Name of party Candidate Number of seats won Percent of total vote
[United] Democratic Front Christopher Mukundji [103] seats [57] percent

Alliance for [Democracy] Roger Lumbala [61] seats [34] percent

Congress [Party] Jacob Souga [16] seats [9] percent

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.

And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. (Ninety) percent of voters (turned) out in Zambique’s (first) democratic

(election).
2. Out of a (population) of 10 million, only (3.7) million were (eligible) to (vote).
3. Although opinion (polls) had predicted that Mukundji would come in (second),

his UDF party (won) by a large (margin).
4. Unlike the other two (candidates), who concentrated on the (cities), Mukundji

(campaigned) in the (rural) areas.
5. The new (president) was (inaugurated) today before a (crowd) of

(supporters).
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